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1. Introduction 
In this paper we study some properties of convex sublattices of distribu-
tive lattices. 
The family of all convex sublattices of a lattice L will be denoted by 
C(L). 
Section 2 contains some definitions and preliminary lemma's. 
The first result of section 3 is the following: Let L be a distributive 
lattice and let A,BG.C(L) with ACB, A i: ¢. In theorem 1 we prove that 
the family of all elements ofC.(L) which have the intersection A with B 
has a largest element, by means of an explicit construction of this 
element from A and B. The next theprems are concerned with congruence 
relations. Let C~C(L). We construct the smallest congruence relation 
such that C is one of its congruence classes, and the largest congruence 
relation such that all elements of Care incongruent with respect to 
this congruence relation. Next, these results are related to the con-
struction of theorem 1. 
In section 4 we consider the lattice (C(L), c), i.e. the family of all 
convex sublattices of L, partially ordered by inclusion. We prove that 
in a distributive relatively complemented lattice L, all intervals 
[¢, A] of (C(L),c) are complemented. A necessary and sufficient condi-
tion that (C(L), c) be relatively complemented, is that L is also dis-
crete (i.e., all intervals of L have finite lenght). 
In sect ion 5 we introduce an ordering ..:. on C::( L) (i.e. , the family of 
all non-empty convex sublattices of L), which is a variant of the 
ordering by inclusion. We prove that E°(L), ..:_) is a distributive lattice, 
if L is distributive. Next we consider the lattices C 2 (L) = C(c:{L)), 
, ('.:" i (L). We prove that Ci (B.), where B. is the Boolean algebra with 
. J J 
2J elements, is isomorphic with the direct union of j factors F., where 
1. 
with i generators, with an extra F. is the free distributive lattice 
1. 
zero and unit element adjoined. 
Section 6 is concerned with a ternary function which can be used to 
characterize convex sublattices of distributive relat,ively complemented 
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lattices. Finally, we exhibit a set of axioms for distributive relative-
ly complemented lattices in terms of this ternary function. 
I am indebted to A.B. Paalman-de Miranda for several helpful suggestions. 
2. Definitions 
Definition 1. Let X be a subset of a lattice L. The sets x1 , Xr are 
defined as follows: 
x1 = { ae.Ll3xEX such that a.::_ x}~ 
X = { ae:LI.JxE.X such that a~ x}. 
r 
It is easily seen that: 
1 • 1 and r are closure-operators, 1. e. for all X, Y c L we have: 
xcx1 , x1 = Xl.l' (XUY)1 = x1 uY1 , and similarly for r. 
2. Xlr = Xrl = L. 
3. If X is closed with respect to V(A) then x1 (Xr) is a V-ideal 
(I\ -ideal) • 
4. If Xis a V-ideal (/\-ideal) then X = x1 (X = Xr). 
Def'inition 2. Let X, Y be non-empty subsets of a lattice L. The sets 
XAY, XYY are defined as follows: 
X/\Y = {x/\ylxe:X and y eY}, 
XVY = {xvylx€X and ye:Y}. 
Clearly, for all X, YCL we have (X/\Y)1 = X1 AY1 , and (XVY)r = XrVYr. 
It is also easy to prove that (XVY)1 = x1 v Y1 , for all X, YCL, if 
and only if Lis distributive (and dually). 
Definition 3. A subset of a lattice Lis called convex if and only if 
x1 n xr ex. 
In this paper we are only interested in convex sublattices. The family 
of all convex sublattices of L will be denoted byC(L). The family of 
all V-ideals (A-ideals) of L will be denoted by I(L) (Y(L)). Some of 
the simplest properties of C(L) are: 
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1. I ( L) c C.( L) and J ( L) cC( L) . 
2. The intersection of a family of convex sublattices is a convex sub-
lattic:e. 
3. If A is closed with respect to v and B is closed with respect to /'\ 
then A1 nBrE.C(L). 
4. A subset C of Lis a convex sublattice of L if and only if it has 
the following property: For all c 1 , c 2 E. C and all x € L we have : 
c 1 /\( x v c 2 ) E C and c 1 V ( x /\ c 2 )E. C. 
Clearly, if CE:C(L) then C = c1 ncr. Hence, each convex sublattice can 
be written as the intersection of a \I-ideal and a /\-ideal. The follo-
wing lemma proves that this "decomposition" is unique: 
Lemma 1. Let ce.C(L), C # ¢ , and suppose that C = I f'\J, where I is a 
v-ideal and J is a /\-ideal. Then I = c1 and J = Cr. 
Proof. C = InJcI, hence c1cr1 =I.Also, IV(InJ) = C; hence, 
I= r 1 c{r v(rnJ)}1 = c1 . Thus I= c1 . Similarly, J = cr. 
From this lemma it follows that if C, DE.C(L), and crrn #¢,then 
(CnD\ == c1 nD1 , and (CnD)r = CrnDr. 
Definition 4. Let C, DEC(L). The smallest convex sublattice of L that 
contains C and D is denoted by CUD. 
From this definition it follows that if C # ¢, D # ¢, than CUD = 
(C/\D)r r\(C VD) 1 . 
The following two lemma's state some properties of convex sublattices 
that will be used later. 
Lemma 2. Let A, B, CE:C(L), with AnB # ¢, Bnc #¢,and cnA # ¢. 
Then A n B ()C # ¢. 
Proof. Let xi::AnB, yEBnc and zECnA. Since x, ye.Band x,zE.A, we 
have x/\(yvz)E"Af\B. 
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Now consider the element {x I\ (y V z)} V (y /\ z). 
We have: x/\(yyz) and y are elements of B, 
x j\(y yz) and z are elements of A, 
y V z and y /\ z are elements of C. 
Therefore, {x/\(yvz)} v (y/\z)E,AnBnc. 
Two consequences of this lemma are: 
1. If AiE. C(L), 1 2_ i 2_ n, and i~1 Ai = ¢, then A.nAo =¢,for some ]. J 
i, j with 1 2_ i, j < n. 
2. If A.E:C(L), 1 < i 2,.n, 
]. 
n 
( 1 2_ j 2_ n) , then (') A. i =1 J. 
and /j1 Ai ':/: ¢ 
i':/:j·· 
'f (li. 
for three values of J 
Lemma 3, Let L be a distributive lattice and let C, D€(:(L) with 
Cf'lD = (li. Then there exist C', D1~C(L), such that CCC', DCD', 
C'()D' =¢and C'UD' = L. Moreover, either C' is ay-ideal and D' is 
a /\ -ideal or conversely. 
Proof. (This proof is due to P.C. Baayen). 
1. Either c1 n. D = (li, or C n D1 = (li. For, suppose that there exist 
.. r r 
c 1 , c2 E.C and d 1 , d2 E.D with c 1 2_ d 1 and c2 ;:_ d2 • 
Then c 1 .::_d1 /\(c 1vd2 ) 2,.c 1 vc2 ; hence, d 1 /\(c 1vd2 )E:cnn, a 
contradiction. 
2. Suppose c1nnr = ¢. We can then apply Stone's theorem [10] to the 
/\-ideal D • 
r 
3, Congruence relations 
Theorem 1. Let L be a distributive lattice, let A, BEC(L) with A c:.B, 
A':/: (li. Let C be defined as: 
C = (A\(B\A1 ) )1 r\(A1\(B\A )1 ) , r · r r r 
Then: 
1. CE.C(L). 
2. Bnc = A. 
3 • DE. C( L) and D f"\ B. = A imply D Cc • 
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Proof. 
1. In order to prove that CE.C(L) it is sufficient to; prove that 
Ar\(B\A1 )r is closed with respect to Y. Let a1, a2E.Ar\(B\A1 )r. 
Clearly, a1 v a2 E:Ar. Suppose that a1 v a2 ~ b for some b£:B\A1 . 
Since a1 €:.Ar, there exists a 1 E. A such that a1 _::. a 1 • 
Then b _::. b /\ a 1 _::. b /\ a 1• Sine AC.B and B is a convex sublattice, we 
have bl\ a 1E.B, and bAa1e:.B. Since a1 _::. b/\ a 1 , and a1 f/5. (B\A1 )r, 
we see that b/\a1EA1 , so that there exists a 3EA, with a 3 _::. b/\a1• 
Similarly, there exists a4 E. A such that a 4_::. b /\ a2. Thus, a3 V a 4 _::. 
(b/\apv (b/\a2) = b/\(a1va2) = b, which contradicts bEB\A1 . 
We conclude therefore that a 1 V a2 E.Ar \ (B\A1 ) r, where Ar\ (B\A1 ) r 
is closed with respect to V (it is easy to prove that Ar\(B\A1 )r 
is even a convex sublattice). 
2. 1. In order to prove that AC B nc it is sufficient to prove that 
ACA \ (B\A1 ) . It is clear that ACA • Also, it is impossible that r r r 
there exists aE.A such that a _::. b for some bEB\A1 . 
2.2. Let b e.Bnc. Then there exist a' E.Ar\ (B\A1 )r and a"E A1\(B\Ar)l 
such that a" 2._ b 2._ a'. From a' _::. b and a' rt, (B\A1 )r we see tha:t 
bE.A1 . Similarly, from a" < b we infer that bEA • Hence bE.A1n A = A, 
- r r 
from which we conlcude that B nc CA. 
3. Suppose DEC(L) and DnB = A. We have to prove that D cc. It is 
sufficient to show that for each de:D and ae.A: dVaE.A \(B\A1 ) . r r 
Clearly, d V a E Ar. Suppose that d v a _::. b for some b €. B\A1 . Then 
b = b/\(dVa) 2._ (b/\d)Va. Since ACB and ACD, we have (b/\d)VaEB 
and (b/\d)VaED; hence, (bAd)V aE.A. This contradicts b€.B\A1 . 
Corollary. Let L be a distributive lattice, let A, BE.C(L) with ACB, 
A 1 ¢, and let C(A, B) be the largest element of C(L) which has the 
intersection A with B. Then C(A, B) = C(A, C(A, C(A, B))). 
Proof. Since C(A, C(A, B)) is the largest convex sublattice which has 
the intersection A with C(A, B), and since B()C(A, B) = A, we have 
Bc.C(A, C(A, B)). Thus, BnC(A ,C(A, C(A, B))) = Bf"\C(A, C(A, B)) n 
C (A, C (A, C (A, B) ) ) = B nA = A. 
Since C(A, B) is the largest convex sublattice which has the intersection 
A with B, we have 
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(1) C(A, C(A, C(A, B)))cC(A, B). 
Since C(A, B)nc(A, C(A, B)) = A, and since C(A, C(A, C(A, B))) 1s 
the largest convex sublattice which has the intersection A with 
C(A, C(A, B)), we have 
(2) C(A, B)cC(A, C(A, C(A, B))). 
From (1) and (2) the assertion follows. 
Remarks: 
1. From this corollary it follows that C(A, C(A, B)) is the largest 
element of the family of all elements B'EC.(L) such that C(A, B) = 
C (A, BI ) : 
a. If B' = C(A, C(A, B)) then C(A, B') = C(A, C(A, C(A, B))) = C(A, B). 
b. If C(A, B) = C(A, B'), then B'c.C(A, C(A, B')) = C(A, C(A, B)). 
2. In section 4 we shall derive a sufficient condition for Lin order 
that for each A, BE:C(L) with AcB, A -::/: ¢, we have B = C(A, C(A, B)). 
3. Clearly, the corollary can be formulated more generally as a state-
ment on sets instead of on lattices. 
The next theorems are concerned with congruence relations. 
In theorems 2 and 3 we investigate some general properties of congruence 
relations in distributive lattices, and in theorem 5 we relate these 
properties to the construction of theorem 1. 
Theorem 2. Let L be a distributive lattice and let K be a sublattice 
of L. Let the relation RK be defined as follows: 
xRKy if and only if there exist k1 , k2E:. K such that k 1 /\ x = k 1 /\ y 
and k2 y x = k2 v y. 
Then RK is the smallest congruence relation that contains K 1n one of 
its congruence classes. 
Proof. It is clear that xR~ and that xRKy implies yR~. Now suppose 
that xRKy and yRKz hold. This means that there exist k 1, k2 , k3 , k4 
such that k1 Ax = k1 /\ y, k2 v x = k2 vy, k3 /\ y = k3 /\ z and k4 v y = k4 v z. 
Hence, k1 /\ k3 /\ x = k1 /\ k3 /\ z and k2 Y k4 V x = k2 V k4 Y z. Since K is a 
sublattice, we see that xRKz. It is easy to verify that if x RKy and 
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t E. L than x /\ tRKy /\ t and x V tRKy Y t. Clearly, all elements of K are 
congruent with respect to RK. There remains the proof that RK is the 
smallest congruence relation with this property. Suppose Sis a con-
gruence relation: such that for all k 1 ,k2EK : k 1sk2 • 
We prove that RK 2. S, i.e., xRKy implies xSy. From xRKy we see that 
there exist k 1 ,k2 such that k 1/\x = k 1/\y and k2Vx = k 2 vy. From k 1Sk2 
it follows that x /\ k 1 Sx A k2 ; hence, 
y = yv(y/\k1 ) = yv(x/\k 1)s yv(xl\k2 ). also, y/\k1 S y/\k2 ; hence, 
x = xv(x/\k1) = xv(yAk1)s xV(y/\k2 ). Thus, 
y S yy(xJ\k2 ) = (yVx)l\(yvk2 ) = (yVx)/\(xvk2 ) = xv(y/\k2 )s x. 
Corollary. 1. Let a,b be two elements of a distributive lattice L, 
with a < b. The smallest congruence relation R [a,b] with the property 
that [a,b] is one of its congruence classes, can be defined as follows: 
xR [a, b]Y if and ·.only if al\ x = a /\Y and b V x = b Vy. 
2. Let I be a \{-ideal of the diatri·outive lattice L. The smallest congru-
ence relation R1 which has I as one of its congruence classes can be 
defined as follows: 
xRr" y if and only if there exists i E. I such that x Vi = y Vi. 
Proof. 
1. a/\x = al\y and byx = byy is equivalent to the existence of two 
elements c 1 , c 2E [a,b] with c 1 Ax = c 1 /\y and c 2 vx = c 2 vy. It can 
be verified directly that [a, b] is a congruence class of R [a, b]. 
2. It is only necessary to prove that there exists i 1EI with i 1/\x = 
i 1/\y. However, for each iEI we have (i/\x/\y)/\x = (it\x/\y)Ay, and 
i/\x,\ycI. 
Remark: Gratzer and Schmidt [4] have given another definition of R [a b] 
which requires a more complicated proof. Corollary 2 also occurs in t4], 
again with a more elaborate proof. 
Theorem 3. Let L be a distributive lattice and let K be a sublattice 
of L. We define the relation eK as follows: 
x 8KY if and only if for all k 1 ,k2E. K k 1 /\ (x Vk2 ) = k 1 /\ 
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Then SK is a congruence relation such that different elements of K 
belong to different congruence classes of SK. If K is also convex, 
then SK is the largest· congruence ·relation with this property. 
Proof. It can be verified directly that SK is a congruence relation. 
Suppose k 1 SK k2 for some k1 ,k2 E.K. Then by the definition of SK: 
k 1 /\(k 1 Yk2 ) = k 1 /\ (k2yk2 ) and 
k2 /\(k1 Vk 1) = k2/\(k2 Vk1). 
Hence, k 1 _:_ k2 and k2 _:_ k 1• Thus, k 1 = k2 • 
Suppose that K is also convex, and let e* be a congruence relation 
such that all elements of K belong to different congruence classes of 
- * * e • We prove that e .:. eK. Let x e y. Then for all k1,k2 E. K: 
* k 1 I\ ( x V k2 ) 8 k 1 /\ ( y Y k2 ) • 
Since k 1 /\ (x V k2 ) EK and k 1 A. (y Vk2 ) EK we have k1 /\ (x V k2 ) = 
* k 1 /\ (yVk2 ), by the definition of e • 
This means that x&Ky. 
Definition 5. Let L be a lattice. The zero element of the lattice 
of all congruence relations of L will be denoted by Q, the unit element 
of this lattice will be denoted by U• 
Corollary. Let K be a sublattice of a distributive lattice. Let RK 
and SK be defined as in theorems 2 and 3, Then RK/\eK = Q. 
Proof. Suppose x RK/\ 8Ky' i.e., x RKy and x8Ky both hold. 
From x RKy it follows that there exist k1 ,k2 K such that k 1 Ax = k,', y 
and k2 vx = k2 yy, However, from x8Ky we see that k2A.(xYk1) = k2 /\ 
(yYk1). Also, k2V (xvk1) = k2v(yyk 1). Since Lis distributive, we 
have xYk1 = yvk 1• Together with x/\k1 = y /\kl, this yields x = y. 
For the proof of theorem 5··we need-a theorem of J. Hashimoto. 
Definition 6. A lattice is called discrete if and only if all its 
intervals have finite lenght. 
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Theorem 4. The lattice of all congruence relations of a lattice Lis a 
Boolean ·al:gebra· if·and only if·· L· is distributive and discrete. 
Proof. See [§J , theorem 8. 4. 
Theorem 5 !-- ~~t L be a distributive lattice and let c~C(L), C -:f, ¢. 
For c (: C, let C be the largest convex sublattice of L which has the 
C 
intersection {c} with C. Let the relation re be defined as follows: 
,· 
xr ~v if and only if there exists cE.C such that xe.C and yEC • 
\..- C C 
Then: 
1 • Cc 1 n Cc 2 = ¢ , i f c 1 "f c 2 • 
2. If x~ Cc 1 and y eCc2' then XI\ YE Cc 1AC2 and x Vy E Cc 1VC2 • 
3. If C is an interval then re is a congruence relation. 
4. If re is a congruence relation, then re is equal to the congruence 
relation ec a~ introduced in theorem 3. 
5. If L is also relatively complemented then the following two asser-
tions are equivalent: 
a) Lis discrete. 
b) r C is a congruence relation for each c~C(L). 
Proof. 
1. S:ince cncc 1f"\Cc 2 = {c 1}f){c2 } =¢,and since cncc 1 = {c 1}, cncc2 = 
{c 2}, we conclude that Cc 1C'\Cc2 = ¢, by lemma 2. 
2. Let x E Cc 1 , yE. Cc 2 • We only prove that x /\ y E.Cc 1/\ c2 • By th~orem 1, 
there exists E.{c 1}r\(C\{c 1}1 )r, and tE. {c 2}r\(C\{c2 \)r, such that 
x .::_sandy.::_ t. We show that S/\tE=,{c 1 Ac 2}r (c\{c 1 /\c)1 )r. Since 
s .:_ c 1 and t .:_ c2 , we have s/\t .:_ c 1 j\c2 • Supposes /\tE.(C\{c 1,l\c2 }1 )r. 
This means that there exists ce: C such that s At ?._ c, but c £ 
{c 1 /\c2 }1 . As in the proof of theorem 1, we have: c 1 ?._ c As and 
c 2 .:_ c /\ t; hence, c 1 /\ c2 .:_ c /\ s /\t = c, a contradiction. Thus, s I\ t E:. 
{c 1Ac2 }r\(C\{c 1 J\c2 }1 )r. Since x .::_sandy.::_ t we have X/\Y .::_ s/\t, 
whence x.A:rE({c 1 /\C 2}r\(C\{c 1J\ c 2}1 )r)1 • Similarly, it can be 




3. Let C be an interval, say C = {xe..Lla ..::_ x..:. b}. By 1 and 2, in or-
der to prove that re is a cqngruence relation, we only have to 
show that U C = L. By the maximality of the sets C , it is suf-
~C C · C 
ficient to show that for each z E.L there exists a convex sublattice 
containing z, the intersection of which with C contains precisely 
one element. Let D = {y eLI b A z ..:. y ..:. a vz}. Then D has the required 
property: if tEC/\D, then a..:. t..:. band b/\Z..:. t..:. avz; hence, 
a y (b /\ z) ..:. t ..:_ b A(a vz). Since L is distributive, we have a\/ (b /\ z) 
= t = b /\(avz). 
4. Let re be a congruence relation. Clearly, all elements of C belong 
to different congruence classes of re. By theorem 3, re..:. Sc· 
We prove that also SC..:. re• Suppose x Sey, and-let xe:C , yeC 
c 1 c 2 
Since c 1 /\(X vc2 ) = c 1 I\ (yvc2 ), we have C ( ) = C 1 I\ c 1 V c2 
i.e., c 1 /\(c 1vc2 ) = c 1 l\.(c2 vc2 ) or c 1 ..:. c2 . 
Similarly, c2 .::_ c 1, from which x r cY follows. 
5. Let L be distributive and relatively complemented. 
a. Suppose Lis discrete. We prove that r C is a congruence relation 
for each CEC(L). As in 3, it is sufficient to show that for each 
. . * . . . 
xE.L there exists a convex sublattice C, containing x, which meets 
C in precisely one point. Let xE,L. Consider the congruence rela-
tion RC. By theorem 4, RC has a complement R;. Let c be an arbitrary 
* . . . 
element of C. Then xRCV~Cc. Since Lis relatively complemented, 
* . . . * we have x RCRCc, i.e., there exists tEL with x Rct and t Rec· 
* . * . . Let C be the congruence class of RC which contains both x and t. 
It follows that Cf'\ c* = { t} ; hence, c* has the desired property. 
* (We see that RC= re; this can be shown as follows: 
* a. By the corollary of theorem 3, we have RC Ar C = n = RC I\ RC. 
13. By 4, R~ .::_ r c· Since Re vR; = U, we have Re vr c = U = Re VR~. 
y. Since the lattice of all congruence relations of a lattice is 
distributive, we conclude that re= R;). 
b. Suppose that Lis distributive and relatively complemented and 
that r C is a congruence rel at ion for each C E.C..( L) • We prove that 
Lis discrete. By theorem 4, it is sufficient to prove that each 
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congruence relation of Lhasa complement. Let R be a congruence 
relation of Land let C be one of its congruence classes. Since in 
a distributive relatively complemented lattice each convex sublat-
tice is congruence class of precisely one congruence relation [4] 
we have R = RC. We show that r C is the complement of RC. r C /\ RC = n 
was proved already. Let x,y be two arbitrary elements of L, and 
suppose xecc 1, ye.cc2 , with c 1,c2E:.C. Then x rcc 1, c 1 Rcc 2 and 
c2 r cY; hence, x RC v fcY, from which we conclude that RC v r C = U, 
i.e., re is the complement of RC= R. 
4. The lattice (C(L) 2 c) _ 
Let L be a lattice. In this section we study_ some properties of the 
lattice (C( L), c) i.e., tha lattice of all convex sublattices of L, 
partially ordered by inclusion. The join operation in (C(L), c) is 
denoted by -U{definition 4-. )-. 
Lemma 4. Let L be a distributive lattice, and let A,B,CEC(L). 
Then: 
1. If A(\B :/:~and Af\C :/:~,then Af\(BUC) = (A()B)U(AAC). 
2. If B/\C· r/: ~, then AU(B(\C) = (AUB) f\(A UC). 
Proof. 
1. Clearly, At,(BUC)::>(Af\B)u(AnC). In order to prove that An(BUC) 
C(A n B) LI (A(\ C), assume that aE:.A and a~ BU C. This means that there 
exist b 1,b2 E:.B and c 1,c2 EC such that b 1Ac 1 ..::_ a.::_ b2vc2 • Let 
sEA()B and t~Af\C. Then: a.::_ aYsVt = (a/\b2 )V(a/\c2 )VsVt. 
However, (a/\b2 )vsEA(\B and (a/\c 2 )VtE.AAC. Thus, 
a E.f (A nB) V (A ()C)} 1 . Similarly, 
aE{(AnB)A(AClC)}. 
r 
This proves that a~(A()B)LJ(Anc). 
2. Similar to part 1. 
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Theorem 6. Let L be a distributive relatively complemented lattice. 
Let C, Dc.(:{L) with CCD. There exists C1e.C(L) such that enc' = ¢, 
CUC' = D. 
Proof. 
1 • First we prove that for each C EC( L) there exists C' such that C n C' 
=¢and CUC' = L. If C = L then C' = ¢. otherwise, let x«:::L\C. 
Application of lemma~ to the disjoint convex sublattices C and {x} 
yields a prime ideal I, say a v-ideal, such that C n I = ¢. Since L 
is relatively complemented, I is w.aximal. We prove that CL/I = L. 
ICCUic(CUI) ; hence, I = LC(CUI)r. Thus, (CUI) = L, i.e. 
r r r 
CUI = ( C UI)1 • Since IC (C UI)1 and since I is maximal, we have 
(CLJI)1 = I or (CuI)1 = L. (CUI)1 = I contradicts C nI = ¢. We 
conclude therefore that (CU I )1 = C LI I = L • 
2. Let C,DE..C(L) with C cD. Since D is a convex sublattice, D is a re-
latively complemented (and distributive) lattice. We can therefore 
apply part 1 , which yields a set C' such that: 
a. enc' = ¢. 
b. The smallest convex sublattice of D that contains C and C' is D. 
c. C' is av-ideal of D. 
From b. it follows that CUC' = D (since each convex sublattice of 
L which is contained in Dis a convex sublattice of D). Also, C' is 
a convex sublattice of L: It is clear that C' is a sublattice. 
Suppose that c1 .'.:. x..:. c2, for some c1, c2EC', xe.L. Since c1,c2e:.c 
CD, we have x E.D. Together with the fact that C' is a V-ideal of D 
and x ::_ c2, this gives xE.C'; hence, C' is convex. 
Theorem 6 asserts that if Lis distributive relatively complemented 
lattice then each interval [¢,CJ of (C(L), c) is complemented. 
Theorem 8 shows that an extra condition is necessary (and sufficient) 
in order that each interval [c,121 of (C(L),c) be complemented (i.e., 
in order that (C (L), c) be relatively complemented). 
For the proof of theorem 8 we need the following theorem of J. Hashimoto: 
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Theorem 7. The lattice of all v-ideals (/\-ideals) of a lattice Lis 
distributive and relatively complemented if and only if Lis distri-
butive 1relati vely complemented and -discrete. 
Proof. See [6 }, theorem 4 • 3. 
Theorem 8. 
1. Let L be a distributive lattice (G (L), c) is relatively complemen-
ted if and only if Lis relatively complemented and discrete. 
2. Let L be a distributive lattice. Let A,B,CeC(L) with AcBcC; 
A :/: ¢.- ·Then·: B has at most one complement in l),c]. 
Proof. 
1.1. Suppose Lis distributive~relatively complemented and discrete. 
Let A,B,C be elements of C(L) with ACBCC. We prove that there 
exists B+E..(;(L) such that Bf"'\B* = A and BLJB* = C. We may assume 
that A:/:¢, since the case that A=¢ was already treated in theo-
rem 6. ACBCC implies A1 c B1 cc1 and Arc Breer. Let <l(L) be the 
family of all V-ideals of L and {J{ L) the family of all !\-ideals. 
By theorem 7, (~( L) , c) and (~ ( L) , c) are relatively complemented. 
* * Therefore, there exists B1 e.~(L) such that B1 n B1 = A1 and such 
. . . * . that c1 is the smallest V-ideal that contains B1 and B1 . Since L 
* is distributive, this means that b1 v B1 = c1 . Similarly, there 
* * * exists B El-f(L) such that B n B = A and B /\ B = C • We prove 
· * r *d r r r r r r 
that B1 n B is the relative complement of B in the interval [A, c]. 
r * * * * Clearly, B1 n B f"l B1 f"'l B = A_ n A = A. Also, B W(B1 n B ) = 
* * r ~ ~"'1. r * . * r * * {BA(Blf"\B )} n{Bv(BlnB )}l = (B /\(BlnB) )n(BlV(BlnB )1) = 
* r r * r r rr r 
(Br/\Br)n(B1 vB1 ) = Crnc1 = C. 
1.2. Let L be distributive and suppose that (C(L), c) is relatively 
complemented. We show that then,!J(L) is also relatively complemen-
ted. Theorem 7 then gives the desired result. Let If r2cr3 be three 
elements of ~(L). There exists CE:<3(L) such that C nr2 = 11, cU 2 = 
r3 • Since r1cc we have r1ccr;hence, 112 = LCCr. This means that 
C = c1 ; i.e., C is av-ideal, from which 'we conclude that !:f(L) is 
relatively complemented. 
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2. Let L be distributive, let AcBCCE.C(L) with A# ¢, and suppose 
. * Jk. ,, ] that B has two relative complements B1 and B2 in LA,C • As above, 
* * it follows that B11 and B21 are two relative complements (in t1(L)) 
o! B1 :L_e the interval ~,c1J.,:_ Since{1(L)*is d~stributive, we have 
B11 = B21 • Similarly, B1 r = B2r, whence· B1 = B2-. 
Remark: In the assertion that complementation in each interval [A,CJ 
ofC(L) rn unique (for L distributive), we may not omi~ the condition 
that A # 91. This can be seen as follows: Suppose that complementation 
in the whole of G(L) is uni~ue, for L distributive. If L is also 
relatively complemented and discrete, we yould have: (G(L), c) is a 
lattice in which complements always exist and unique. Together with the 
atomicity of ((;(L),c) this would give the result that (C(L), c) is 
distributive ( [7},·p. 57)~ wp.ich is clearlynot-the·case. 
Corollary 1~ ___ Let L be a distributive lattice, let A,BEG(L) with AC13, 
A -.:J ¢, and let C(A, B) be the largest element of C(L) that has the 
intersection A with B (theorem 1 ). Then BUC(A,B) = L_ for all A,B, if 
and only i:f·Lis relatively complemented and discrete. 
Proof. 
1. Let L be distributive relatively complemented and discrete. Let Ac.B, 
A -.:J ¢ (A,BEG(L)), and let B* be the complement of Bin the interval 
1/1.,L]. Then BnB* = A, By the definition of C(A,B) : B*cc(A,B); hence, 
* BWC(A,,B) ::>BLJB = L. 
Thus, BUC(A,B) = L. 
2. Let L be distributive and suppose that for each A,BEC(L) with 
ACB, A # ¢, we have BUC(A, B) = L, In particular, if I and H are 
two V-ideals of L witl:]. ]CH, we have I uc(r,H) = L. By theorem 1, 
C(I,H) = (I1\(H\Ir)l)rn(Ir\(H\I1 )r)l = (I\(H\L)1 )rf\(L\(H\I)r\ = 
Lrt(L\(H\I)r)l = (L\(H\I)r\• Thus, C(I,H) is a Y-ideal and we see 
that each interval [r,L] of ~(L) is complemented, Since (L and) !l(L) 
is distributive, !:J(L) is relatively complemented. By theorem 7, L 
is then relatively complemented and discrete. 
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Corollary 2. Let L be a distributive relatively complemented and dis-
crete lattice, let A,BE..G(L) with Ac: .. B, A :f. ~. Let C(A,B) be defined 
as in corollary 1. Then we have: C(A,C(A,B)) = B. 
Proof. By corollary 1, we have 
BnC(A,B) = A and B UC(A,B) = L, 
C(A,C(A,B)),C(A,B) = A and C(A,C(A,B))UC(A,B) = L, 
Uniqueness of complementation in [A,Lj yields B = C(A,C(A,B)). 
5. The lattice (~(L), ~ 
In this section we study a partial ordering on("':.(L) which is a variant 
of the ordering by inclusion. (l-:,(L) is used to denote the family of 
all non-empty convex sublattices of L). 
Definition 7. Let L be a lattice and let C,DE :'"'\(L). We define the 
partial ordering.::_ as follows: 
C .::_D if and only if CcD1 and De.Cr. 
Lerrnna 5. < is a partial ordering on,~(L). 
Proof. We prove only anti-symmetry. Let C,DEG(L), with C .::_ D and D ..:_ C. 
Then CcD1 , Deer, Dcc1 and Cc.Dr. Hence, ccD1 0 Dr = D and Dcc1 ncr 
= C, which gives C = D. 
Lennna 6. Let C<;;_G,(L). C is av-ideal (/\-ideal) of L if and only if 
C .::_ L( C ..:_ L). 
Proof. 
1 • From C .::_ L we see that L . C , whence C = C (\ L = C • 
r 1 1 
2. Let I be a .-ideal. Clearly, L:_L1 = L. Also, L '-.Jr' since L = llr = 1 • r 
Lennna 7. Let C,DE:C(L). Then C .::_ D if and only if C 1,D = C (C \ D = D). 
Proof. Follows directly from the definitions. 
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Theorem 9. Let L be a distributive lattice. Then (;(L), ..:_) is a dis-
tributive lattice. 
Proof. 
1. C,DE.C( L) implies C /\ DEC(L): 
a. Clearly, (c 1 /\d 1 )/\(c2 ;\d2 )€.C/\D. 
b. (c,/\d,)v(c2/\d2) = {c1v(c2Ad2)}1\{d,v(c2/\d2)}E:C/\D. 
c. Suppose c 1 /\d1 ..:_x..:_c 2Ad2 , for some xE.L, Then: 
c 1 ..:_ xvc 1 ..:_ c 1v (c 2 /\d2 ); hence, xvc 1E.C. Also, xvd1ED, 
whence x = xV(c 1 /\d1 ) = (xvc 1)/\(xvd1 )£C/\D. 
2. Similarly, C \/ D~ C(L). 
3, The comnutative. associative and absorption laws follow directly. 
4. Distributivity is proved by showing that, for C,D,EEC(L): 
C/\(DvE) = (C/\D)v(C/\E). 
a. It is clear that C /\(DVE)C(C/\D) v(C /\E). 
b. Let (c 1/\d)V(c 2 /\e)E.(C/\D)V(C/\E). Then: 
(c 1 Ad)v(c 2 j\e) = {(c 1 Ad)yc 2}/\{(c 1 1\d)ve} = 
c 3 /\{(c 1Ad)ve} = c 3 11{(c 1ve)/\(dVe)} = c 4 /\(dve)E:C/\(DVE). 
Corollary. Let L be a distributive lattice. Then (~(L), ..:_) is a V-ideal 
of (C(L), .::) and~(L), ..:_) is a/\-ideal of (C(L), ..:_). 
Proof. Follows from lemma 6 and theorem 9, 
In the remainder of this section we shall omit indication of the par-
tial ordering ..:_onC(L), i.e., when we writeC(L), we mean (C(L), ..:_). 
Theorem 10. Let F. (i ~ 0) be the free distributive lattice with i 
i 
generators, with an (extra) zero and unit element adjoined, Let B.(j > 1) 
J 
be the Boolean algebra with 2J elements. For L distributive, we define 
-0 -i . - -i-1 -i C (L) = L andC (L) =C(G (L)), (i > 0). Then we have: G (B,) is 
- J 
isomorphic with the direct union of j factors F. (cf. [17, chapter IX, 
i -
section 70). 
Proof. We use induction on i. 
-0 1. C (Bj) is clearly isomorphic with the direct union of j factors F0 , 
1 ) 
since F0 ~ B1 
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2. Suppose C1 (Bj) ~ Ff (The direct union of two lattices L1 , L2 is 
d~noted by L1 x L2 ; the direct union of j factors Lis denoted by 
LJ ) • In order to prove that <:,i + 1 ( B. ) ~ F~ + 1 , we have to prove that 
. • J i 
1 ) 
C(Ff) =- Ff +1 • However, it is easy to verify that for two finite dis-
tributive lattices L1 ,L2 we have (';(L1 x L2 ) = C(L1 ) x (:(L2 ). There-
fore, there remains the proof ofG(F.) = F.+ 1 • Let C = {f. E.F. la < f. i i i i - i 
< b} be an element of C(F. ), where a and bare finite joins of meets 
- i 
of the generators, say x 1 , x2 , ••• , xi' of Fi. (Verification of the 
following argument in the case that a orb is the zero or unit ele-
ment of F. is straight forward and is therefore omitted). We define 
i 
the isomorphism t/,1: G(Fi) + Fi+ 1 as follows: We introduce y(# x 1 , x2 , 
••• , x.) as the i+1-th generator of F.+ 1 • Consider the element i i . 
(bAy) va of Fi+ 1 • It may be possible to "reduce" this element: E.g., 
let b = x 1,vx2 , and a= x 1 • Then (bAy)va = ((x1vx2 )/\y)vx1 can 
be reduced to (x2 /\ y) vx1• Clearly, however, each element (b/\y)v a 
has an "it-reducible" form. From now on we assume that all elements 
of F. 1 are in reduced form. We then define t/,l(C) as (bl\ y)y a. We i+ 
prove that 1/J is an isomorphism: 
Let c 1 = {fi€Fila.:. fi.:. b} and c2~{fiE: File.:. fi 2,. d}. Then: 
c 1Ac2 = {fiE.Fila/\c.:. fi.:. b/\d}, and 
c 1 v c2 = {fit Fi lave .:. fi 2. b yd}. 
t/,l(C 1 )/\ t/,l(C2 ) = { (b /\y) va} /\ { (dAy) Ve} = 
(b/\d/\y)v(a/\d/\y)V(bAcl\y)v(a/\c) = (b/\d/\y)v(a/\c) = t/,l(C,/\C2) 
w(c 1 )vt/,l(C2 ) = {(b/\y)va}v{(d/\y)yc} = {(bVd)1,y}v(aVc) = t/,l(c 1vc2 ) 
Suppose t/J(C 1 ) = t/,l(C2 ). This means that (bAy)va = (d/\y)vc. 
From the irreducibility of (b /\ y) \/ a and ( dA.y) V c, it follows that 
a= c and b = d. Hence, 1/J is 1-1. 
Also, 1/J is onto: Each element of Fi+ 1 can be written as (a/\y)Vb, 
with a,bE:F .• However, (a/\y)yb is the image of the convex sub-
i 
lattice {f.EF. lb< f. < avb} of F .• This follows from {(avb)Ay}vb = 
i i - i - i 
(a /\y) Vb. 
This completes the proof of theorem 10. 
_ is used to denote isomorphism. 
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Remark: Let K be the chain of n elements. We state without proof the 
n 
following :formulae: 
Let y(i) be the number of elements ofC(i)(K ), i=1,2,3. 
n n 
( 1 ) ¥ Then Yn = _l (n-i+1) = ~n(n+l), 
1=1 
n 1. (n-i+1 )i 2 = ~2 n(n+1 )2 (n+2) 
i=1 
(3)· 1 nI ( . )( 8 .6 4 .5 .4 .3 .2 6 .) Y - n-1+1 1 + 2 1 + 351 + 301 + 171 + l • n - 120 i=1 
6. A ternary function in distributive relatively complemented lattices 
Theorem 11. 
Let f: 1 3 ~-
Let L be a distributive relatively complemented lattice. 
L be defined as follows: f(a,b,c) is the relative comple-
ment of a in the interval [a/\ b, a ye]. Then we have: 
A subset C of L is an element of C(L) if and only if f(L,C,C)CC. 
Proof. 
1. Suppose that f(L,C,C) c.c. Clearly, f(d 1 ,c2 ,c 1 ) = c 1 /\ c 2E:. C, and 
f(c 1,c 1,c2 ) = c 1vc 2 E:C; hence, C is a sublattice. Also, if c 1 _:_ x 
_:_ c 2 , then x = f(x, c 2 ,c 1 )EC. 
2. Suppose CE.C(L). Let f(x, c 1 ,c2 ) be an element of f(L,C,C). 
* We prove that f(x, c 1,c2 )(abbreviated to x) is an element of C. 
* * We have x /\x = x f\c 1 and x yx = x vc 2 . 
Hence, 
* * * * * x = x v(xAc 1 ) = (x vx)/\ (x vc 1 ) = (xvc2 )/\ (x vc 1 ) = 
{x/\(x*vc 1 )}v{c2 A(x*vc 1 )} = {(x/\x*)v(xAc 1 )} vc 3 = 
(x/\c 1)·vc3E.C. 
Theorem 12. A set Lis a distributive relatively complemented lattice 
if and only if there exists a function f: 1 3 ➔ L with the following 
properties: For all a,b,c,d,eEL: 
P1. f(a,a,a) = a. 
P2. 1 . f(a,b,a) = f(b.a.b) 






f(a,f(a,b,c), f(a,d,e)) = f(a,b,e), 
f(a,f(b,b,c),a) = f(f(a,b,a), f(a,b,a), f(a,c,a)). 
f(a,a,f(b,b,c)) =:f(f(a,a,b), f(a,a,b), f(a,a,c)). 
1. The condition is sufficient. 
We define al\ b = f(a,b,a) and a Vb = f(a,a,b). 
1 • 1 • The commutativity of /\ and v follows f:rom P2. 
1.2. aA(avb) = f(a, f(a,a,b),a) = f(a, f(a,a,b), f(a,a,a)) = 
= f(a,a,a) = a, by P1, P3 and P1. 
Similarly, a v (a/\ b) = a. 
1.3. In order to prove that a/\ (b/\c) = (a/\b)/\c, we have to show 
that: 
f(a, f(b,c,b), a) = f(f(a,b,a), c, f(a,b,a)). 
Let A= f(a, f(b,c,b), a) and B = f(f(a,b,a), c, f(a,b,a)). 
First we prove that a /\A = a/\ B and a vA = a VB: 
f(a,A,a) = f(a, f(a, f(b,c,b), a), a)= f(a, f(b,c,b), a) by P3 and P1. 
f(a,B,a) = f(a, f(a,b,a), c, f(a,b,a)), a) 
= f(f(a, f(a,b,a), a), f(a,c,a), f(a, f(a,b,a), a)) 
= f(f(a,b,a), f(a,c,a), f(a,b,a)) 
= f(a, f(b,c,b), a) by P4.1, P1 and P3, and P4.1. 
f(a,a,A) = f(a,a, f(a, f(b,c,b), a))= a, by P1 and P3. 
f(a,a,B) = f(a, a, f(f(a,b,a), c, f(a,b,a))) 
= f(f(a, a, f(a,b,a)), f(a,a,c), f(a,a, f(a,b,a))) 
= f(a, f(a,a,c), a)= a, by P4.2, P1 and P3. 
The rest of the proof that A= Bis standard: 
A= AV(A/\a) = AV(Bl\a) = (AVB)/\.(AVa) 
= (AVB)/\ (Bva) = B v(aA.A) = BV(a/\B) = B, 
by application of P2 and P4.2. 
For the proof of (avb) vc = av (bvc)we need the dual equalities 
of P4.1 and P4.2, i.e: 
(1) f(a, f(b,b,c), a)= f(f(a,b,a), f(a,b,a), f(a,c,a)) and 
(2) f(a, a, f(b,b,c)) = f(f(a,a,b), f(a,a,b), f(a,a,c)). 
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( 1) is established as usual: 
(aAb)V(a/\c) = {(a/\b)va}1d(aAb)vc} 
= a/\{(aAb)vc} = a/\{(avc)/\(bvc)} 
= {a/\(avc)}/\(bvc) = aA(bvc), 
by the associativity of/\ and P4.2. 
To prove ( 2), we consider: 
{av(bvc)}A{(avb)v(avc)} = 
[a /\ { ( a Vb) V ( a V C) }] \/ [( b V C ) " { ( a V b) V ( a V C) } J = 
[{ a A ( a Vb ) } V { a A ( a V C ) }] y [ ( b I\ { ( a Vb ) V ( a Ve ) } ) V 
(cA{(aVb)V(avc)})] = av[({bA(avb)}v{bA(avc)}) 
V ({ C A ( a Vb ) } V { C I\ ( a \/ C ) } ) ] = av[( b V { b A ( a V C ) } ) V 
( {cl\ ( a Vb)} V c )] = a V (b ye) 
and: 
{av (byc)}1d(aVb)V (ave)}= 
[{av(b Ve)}/\ (avb)] v [{av (bvc)}J\ (ave)] = 
[av{(bvc)/\ b}]v [av{(bVc) /\c}] = 
(aYb)v(avc). 
Henc:e, aV(bvc) = (avb)y(avc). 
FinsLlly, the proof of the associativity of V is now dual to 
the proof of the associativity of/\, 
1. 4. The distri buti vi ty of L follows from P4. 2 and ( 1). 
1.5. Let a< c < b. Then: 
c /\ f ( c, a, b) = f ( c , f ( c , a, b ) , c ) = f ( c , a, c ) = c /\ a = a and 
cvf(c,a,b) = f(c, c, f(c,a,b)) = f(c,c,b) = cVb = b. 
Thus, f(c,a,b) is the relative complement of c in the interval 
[a,b], 
2. The condition is necessary. 
Let L be a distributive relatively complemented lattice. Let f(a,b,c) 
be the relative complement of a in the interval [aAb, ave]. 
Then f(a,b,c) has the properties P1 to P4. 
We prove only P2. 1 and P3. 
Clearly, the relative complement of a in the interval [a/\ b, a] 
is a/\ b. Thus, f(a,b,a) = aJ\b = b/\a = f(b,a,b). 
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Furthermore, by the definition off, 
a /\ f (a, f (a, b, c ) , f (a, d, e) ) = a /\ f (a, b, c ) = a Ab and 
a/\f(a,b,e) = a/\b. 
avf(a, f(a,b,c), f(a,d,e)) = a f(a,d,e) = a\,le and 
ayf(a,b,e) = aye. 
Hence, f(a, f(a,b,c), f(a,d,e)) = f(a,b,e). 
This completes the proof of theorem 12. 
Finally we mention some properties of the function f that cah be 
verified directly from its definition: 
P5. f(b,a,a) = a. 
P6 • f ( a , b ,, f ( a , b , c ) ) = f ( a , f ( a , b , c ) , c ) = f ( f ( f ( a , b , c ) , b , c ) , b , c ) = 
f(a,b,c). 
P7 • f ( f ( a , b , c ) , b , c ) = ( a /\ b ) v ( b /\ c ) v ( c /\ a ) • 
P8. f(a, f(b,c,d), f(b,e,g)) = f(b, f(a,c,e), f(a,d,g)). 
Remarks: 
1. The function f has been used to define Boolean algebra's and distributive 
relatively complemented lattices with zero in [3] . 
2. From P7 we see that the function f is related to the well-known 
ternary function (a/\ b) v (b /\C) v ( c /\a), which has been used for 
the axiomatics of distributive lattices by several authors ( these 
investigations started with ])] ; for recent results see [9]). 
3. From P3, P5 and P8 we see that f is one of the "selection functions" 
as studied in [2]. In particular, if L is the Boolean algebra with 
two elements, then f coincides with the "conditional Boolean ex-
pression" if a then b else c, as used in the programming language 
ALGOL 60 [8]. 
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